starting point to kick off: not many people in Hong Kong knew about Hula dance, while without performances or lessons, people were less likely to be amazed by and immerse in the joy and energy brought by Hula. As he mentioned, theories of marketing and management could be learnt in business lessons; however, without the spirit of science—observe and experiments, you would never know whether it would succeed or what aspects to improve. “During study, what differs science from business is that there are laboratory sessions for Science, but how can we create a business laboratory for trial and error?” With a great passion in Hula and the determination to promote it, Mr Chu established an association and collaborated with different parties to promote the Hula spirit. During events, he also met people from different countries who shared similar thoughts. It was amazing and lucky to be able to exchange ideas and share their unique experience.

When mentioning about Hula, he emphasised that experiential learning was the most effective way for teaching and learning. Comparing to teaching in a unidirectional way, experiential learning allowed learners to apply after absorbing the knowledge, raise questions and improve from previous performances for the coming next. He had been benefited from training courses and inspired by the coaching methodology, instead of just attending lectures. Mr Chu had much experience in teaching and giving trainings He incorporated the idea of coaching into training programs he involved or designed and adjusted to fit into the needs of the audience. He was very eager to share what he had learned throughout the time. It was certain that he had not only had a great mind to think of different astonishing ideas but also a kind heart to pay a lot of effort to execute in order to create a better learning experience for others.

Flipping through the albums, smile of gratefulness appeared on his face. Having the idea of serving the civics was just the beginning, the happiest moment was to witness how people laughed and grew under the influence of Hula dance. “Not to be served, but to serve.” was what he had been bearing in mind and putting into practice. Without an analytical mind, it would be impossible to move such a big step and apply the business theories well after continuous trial and error. With the rich experience and fruitful memories, Mr Chu was definitely able to carry the spirit forward. Wish him great success!